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TOAST A BAGS
With Toast a Bags your toast will be ready in only 3 minutes, while your toaster stays clean. Every
Toast a Bag can be used up to 50 times and is dishwasherproof. Toast a Bags can also be used for
pizza slices, pita bread and on the contact grill. Toast a Bags are very useful for diabetics.

ADVANTAGES:
� The toaster stays clean
� The TOAST A BAG can be used up to 50 times
� No longer preheating the oven or grill
� The toasted ham and cheese sandwich is ready

faster
� The toasted ham and cheese sandwich remains

nicely light
� No need to use butter or oil
� Less energy consumption
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1.Prepare the toasted ham and cheese sandwich as usual
2.Place the toasted ham and cheese sandwich in the TOAST A BAG
3.Place the TOAST A BAG in the toaster with the opening facing upwards
4.Toast for about three minutes
5.Let the TOAST A BAG cool off briefly before serving

dimensions
width: 16 cm
height: 16.5 cm
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GRILL A BAGS
By using Grill a Bags in your contact grill you will not have to use oil or butter and your grill stays clean.
You can use the Grill a Bag up to 100 times and it is dishwasherproof. Grill a Bags can be used for
panini’s, hamburgers, fish and vegetables.

ADVANTAGES:
� No need to use oil or butter
� The contact grill stays clean
� The GRILL A BAG can be used up to 100 times
� No need to scrape the heated elements clean
� Preservation of your equipment

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1.Prepare the panini as desired
2.Place the panini in the GRILL A BAG
3.Place the GRILL A BAG in the (preheated) contact grill
4.Grill the panini as long as usual (± 3 minutes)
5.Let the GRILL A BAG cool off briefly before serving

dimensions
width: 33 cm
height: 16 cm

Order No.: DP002
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ROAST IN BAGS Medium
Roast in Bags helps you to prepare food in the oven. If you prepare a chicken for instance, your oven
stays clean, and you do not have baste every time. On top of these advantages your chicken will retain
the natural food moisture and flavour. Roast in Bags are available in two sizes: Medium and Extra
Large.

ADVANTAGES:
� Clean oven, more tender taste
� Seasoning can be added as desired
� ‘Basting’ no longer required; less work
� No need to add oil or butter
� Preserve the full and pure taste of the chicken

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1.Place the chicken (seasoned as desired) in the roasting bag
2.Seal the roasting bag with the matching clip so that the steam can leave the
roasting bag
3.Place the roasting bag in a dish at the bottom of the oven preheated at
200ºC
4.General rule: 20 minutes p/500g + 20 minutes
5.Carefully cut the bag open at the clip when ready

dimensions
width: 38 cm
height: 25 cm

Order No.: DP003
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ROAST IN BAGS XL
Roast in Bags helps you to prepare food in the oven. If you prepare a chicken for instance, your oven
stays clean, and you do not have baste every time. On top of these advantages your chicken will retain
the natural food moisture and flavour. Roast in Bags are available in two sizes: Medium and Extra
Large.

ADVANTAGES:
� Clean oven, more tender taste
� Seasoning can be added as desired
� ‘Basting’ no longer required; less work
� No need to add oil or butter
� Preserve the full and pure taste of the chicken

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1.Place the chicken (seasoned as desired) in the roasting bag
2.Seal the roasting bag with the matching clip so that the steam can leave the
roasting bag
3.Place the roasting bag in a dish at the bottom of the oven preheated at
200ºC
4.General rule: 20 minutes p/500g + 20 minutes
5.Carefully cut the bag open at the clip when ready

dimensions
width: 55 cm
height: 45 cm

Order No.: DP004
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QUICK A STEAM Medium
Quick a Steam bags will help you to steam your food in the microwave. By doing this you can save up
to 70% of the regular cooking time and the vitamins will be more preserved than with the usual cooking
methods. Since Quick a Steam bags are to be used only once, you will have no washing up. Grill a
Bags are available in two sizes: Medium and Large.

ADVANTAGES:
� Healthy; preservation of vitamins
� Faster; saves up to 70% of the preparation time
� Steaming means preservation of the pure taste
� No washing-up

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1.Place the vegetables in the steam bag and remove the adhesive edge
2.Make sure the vegetables are about the same size
3.Seasoning can be added as desired
4.Close the adhesive edge with an overlap of 3 cm (see image on packing )
5.Steam the vegetables in the microwave

dimensions
width: 26 cm
height: 16 cm

Order No.: DP005
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QUICK A STEAM Large
Quick a Steam bags will help you to steam your food in the microwave. By doing this you can save up
to 70% of the regular cooking time and the vitamins will be more preserved than with the usual cooking
methods. Since Quick a Steam bags are to be used only once, you will have no washing up. Grill a
Bags are available in two sizes: Medium and Large.

ADVANTAGES:
� Healthy; preservation of vitamins
� Faster; saves up to 70% of the preparation time
� Steaming means preservation of the pure taste
� No washing-up

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1.Place the vegetables in the steam bag and remove the adhesive edge
2.Make sure the vegetables are about the same size
3.Seasoning can be added as desired
4.Close the adhesive edge with an overlap of 3 cm (see image on packing )
5.Steam the vegetables in the microwave

dimensions
width: 26 cm
height: 25 cm

Order No.: DP006
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OVEN PROTECTOR
By using the Oven Protector, you do not have to use oil or butter any more. It keeps your oven,
microwave or baking tins clean. The Oven Protector can be used up to 250 times and is therefore
much cheaper in use than the usual ‘baking paper’. The Oven Protector is dishwasherproof and can
be cut easily to the required size.

ADVANTAGES:
� No dirty, crusted baking tray / oven
� No need to add fat or butter
� Lasts up to 250 times
� Cheaper than baking parchment
� Also for microwave and baking tins

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1.Cut, where necessary, the OVEN PROTECTOR to size
2.Place the OVEN PROTECTOR on the baking tray
3.The OVEN PROTECTOR absorbs fat, oil, etc.
4.Wash up after use

dimensions
width: 40 cm
height: 33 cm

Order No.: DP007
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Crisp & Quick PIZZA
Crisp & Quick Pizza allows hot air to circulate all around for a crispier pizza. This is also quicker since
it reduces baking time with about 20% and it is healthier because you do not have to use butter or oil
on your baking plate but instead you can use the oven grid.
Crisp & Quick Pizza supports  your pizza, it is nonstick, is easy to clean and can be used at least 500
times.

ADVANTAGES:
� Allows hot air to circulate around your pizza
� Gives all round crispness to your pizza
� ± 20% faster, saves time, reduce baking time
� For your health: no use of butter or oil
� Gives stability to your pizza

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
� Easily cut to size (scissors)

dimensions
diameter: 32 cm

Order No.: DP008
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Crisp & Quick OVEN FRITES
Crisp & Quick Oven Frites allows hot air to circulate all around your pre-fried Oven Frites for crispier
Frites. This is also quicker since it reduces baking time with about 20% and it is healthier because you
do not have to use butter or oil on your baking plate but instead you can use the oven grid.
Crisp & Quick Oven Frites is nonstick, easy to clean and can be used at least 500 times.

ADVANTAGES:
� Allows hot air to circulate around the chips
� Gives all round crispness to your chips
� ± 20% faster, saves time, reduce baking time
� For your health: no deep-frying

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

Order No.: DP009
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dimensions
width: 32 cm
height: 32 cm



Crisp & Quick BAKING
Crisp & Quick Baking allows hot air to circulate all around in the oven for crispier food. This is also
quicker since it reduces baking time with about 20% and it is healthier because you do not have to use
butter or oil on your baking plate but instead you can use the oven grid.
Crisp & Quick Baking makes it easier to handle your food and can be cut to size with scissors. It is
nonstick, easy to clean and can be used at least 500 times.

ADVANTAGES:
� Allows hot air to circulate around your pizza
� Gives all round crispness
� ± 20% faster, saves time, reduce baking time
� For your health: no butter, oil or deep-frying

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
� Easily cut to size (scissors)
� For oven dishes: cut in half

Order No.: DP010
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dimensions
width: 40 cm
height: 33 cm
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